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Abstract 
The problem of finding a Hamilton decomposition of the complete 3-uniform hypergraph K,3 
has been solved for n = 2 (mod 3) and n = 4(mod 6) (Bermond, 1978). We find here a 
Hamilton decomposition of Ki, no l(mod 6), and a Hamilton decomposition of the 
complete 3-uniform hypergraph minus a l-factor, Ki - I, n = 0 (mod 3), and thereby complete 
the problem. 
A hypergraph X’( V, 8) is a set of vertices P’= V(2)= { 1,2, . . . , n} and a set of 
hyperedges ~=~(LW)={E,,E~,... ,E,}, where Ei~ V and IEi)>O, l<ibm. If 
1 Eil = h, we call Ei an h-edge. If 1 Ei( = h, for all EiE&‘, then we call # h-unifbrm. The 
complete h-uniform hypergraph on n vertices, denoted Ki, is a hypergraph on the 
n vertices of V, in which every h-subset of V determines a hyperedge, or h-edge. It 
follows that KI: has (g) hyperedges. When h=2, we simply write K,. A l-factor of the 
hypergraph %‘(V, 8) is a spanning subgraph of X’( V, E), in which each of the 
n vertices of X(V,cR) has degree 1. We will denote the complete h-uniform hyper- 
graph on n vertices, less a l-factor, by Ki-I, and the complete h-uniform hyper- 
graph on n vertices, plus a l-factor, by Ki+l. A cycle of length k of Y? is a sequence 
of the form 
(x,>E,>x,>Ez, . . . ,x~,&,xI), 
where {x1,x2, . . . . xk} are distinct vertices, and El, E,, . . . , Ek are h-edges of X, 
satisfying 
(i) Xi> Xi+ 1 E El, 1~ i < k, where addition on the subscripts is modulo n, and 
(ii) Ei # Ej for i #j. 
For convenience, we will often write the 3-edge {a, b, c} as abc and cycles of length 
k in 3-uniform hypergraphs as 
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where xiyixi+ 1 is a 3-edge for l<idk, {x1,x2, . . . . xk} are distinct VertiCeS, and all 
3-edges in the cycle are different. 
This cycle is known as a Berge cycle, having been introduced by Berge in his book 
Graphs and Hypergraphs [l]. A Hamilton cycle of a hypergraph Y? on n vertices is 
a cycle of length n, and a Hamilton decomposition of 2 is a partition of the hyperedges 
of S into Hamilton cycles. 
The general problem here is to decompose the h-edges of the hypergraph Ki into 
Hamilton cycles, giving a Hamilton decomposition of Ki. A necessary condition for 
this is that n, the number of h-edges in a Hamilton cycle, must divide the number of 
h-edges in Ki. Thus, (l/n) (z) must be an integer. In some cases where this necessary 
condition is not satisfied, it is possible to remove a l-factor from the hypergraph, and 
then consider the problem of constructing a Hamilton decomposition of the resulting 
hypergraph, Kt - I. 
The problem has been completely solved when h=2: Walecki [6] has shown that 
K 2n+1 and KZn - I have Hamilton decompositions. 
It is known that Kz has a Hamilton decomposition if n is prime [3], if n E 2 (mod 3) 
or if n = 4 (mod 6) [2]. For the remaining cases of n = 1 (mod 6) or n = 0 (mod 3) in Ki, 
Bermond et al. [3] have made the following conjecture. 
Conjecture 1. For It= 1 (mod 6), there exists a partition of the 3-edges of Kz into 
Hamilton cycles, and for n = 0 (mod 3), there exists a partition of the 3-edges of Kz -I 
into Hamilton cycles. 
In this paper, we generalize the methods of Bermond [2] to verify this conjecture. 
The two cases, n =O(mod 3) and n = 1 (mod 6) will be done separately. Our first 
theorem is as follows. 
Theorem 2. If n = O(mod 3), then there is a Hamilton decomposition of Kz - I. 
Without loss of generality, we consider a specific l-factor, namely, 
1=(123,456 ,..., (n-2)(n-l)n}, 
and the hypergraph Kff --I constructed by removing the l-factor I from Kz. 
We will build Hamilton decompositions of Ki -I from Hamilton decompositions 
of K, - I * or 2(K, - I *) (depending on the parity on n), where I * is a C,-factor of K, 
such that 
1*={(1,2,3),(4,5,6) ,..., (n-2,n-l,n)}. 
We do this because the number of Hamilton cycles in a Hamilton decomposition of 
Kz -I is divisible by the number of Hamilton cycles in a Hamilton decomposition of 
K,--I* if n is odd, and by the number of Hamilton cycles in a Hamilton decomposi- 
tion of 2(K,--I*) if n is even. 
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Let n = 3s. The hypergraph K&- I has (7)--s 3-edges, and so any Hamilton 
decomposition of it has 3s(s- 1)/2 Hamilton cycles. 
The graph Kas- I* has 9s(s- 1)/2 edges. If n= 3s is odd, a decomposition of the 
edges of K,,- I* into 3(s- 1)/2 Hamilton cycles will be given, and if n is even, 
a decomposition of the edges of 2(K, - I *) into 3 (s - 1) Hamilton cycles will be given. 
Thus, we want a procedure that will enable each Hamilton cycle of K,--I* to be 
built up into s Hamilton cycles of K g, - I, for odd s, and each Hamilton cycle of 
2(K3,-- I*) to be extended to s/2 Hamilton cycles of K&-I, for even s. We define 
a choice design on a given 3-uniform hypergraph SF to be a choice of one vertex from 
each 3-edge of X’, to represent that 3-edge. Given two vertices a and b, we define ab* 
to be the set of all 3-edges containing both a and b for which neither a nor b is the 
representative. 
The following grouping of the elements of V= V(Kjs--I*) will be used in the 
definition and the construction of a suitable choice design. Group the elements of 
Vinto s groups, where the ith group Gi is Gi= { 3i - 2,3i - 1,3i}, 1 <i <s. We will write 
G(a) to indicate the subscript of the group containing a. Let (!) be the set of all 3-edges 
from V, and (5) -I be the set of 3-edges of K2S --I. Notice that Z={Gi: Idids}. 
We define two types of 3-edges in (<)--I: Type 1 3-edges are 3-edges abc in which 
a and b are in the same group, and c is in a different group; and Type 2 3-edges are 
3-edges abc in which a, b, and c are all in different groups. 
Lemma 3. There exists a choice design on K :, -I, where the vertices of V(K :, -I) are 
grouped into groups Gi={3i-2,3i-1,3i}, l<ibs, and Z={123,456,...,(3s-2) 
(3s- 1)3s}, that satisfies the foElowing two conditions. 
(i) If abce( 5) -I and a and b are in the same group, then c is not chosen as the 
representative of this 3-edge. 
(ii) Given b and c in difirent groups, the set be* contains s elements. 
Proof. We construct a choice design on K:, --I and then prove that it satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii). 
Begin with the partition V=UfEI Gi, where Gi={3i-2,3i-1,3i), 1 <i<s. 
Choosing representatives for 3-edges of Type I: Order the elements of a given 
3-edge as abc SO that a, b~Gi, with b G a + 1 (mod 3), and CE Gj, i # j. 
Choose a as the representative of the 3-edge. 
Choosing the representative for 3-edges of Type 2: Order the 3-edge as abc so that 
G(a) < G(b) < G(c). Then, 
if a + b + c = 0 (mod 3) choose a, 
if a + b + c = 1 (mod 3), choose b, and 
if a + b + c = 2 (mod 3) choose c. 
We must now prove that this is indeed a choice design as defined. 
Condition (i) follows immediately by the construction of Type 1 3-edges. 
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The verification that condition (ii) holds is a little more involved. Let b and c be 
elements in different groups, Gi and Gj, respectively. There are four 3-edges of Type 
1 containing both b and c: bIbc, b,bc,cIcb, and czcb, where {b,bI, bz}=Gi and 
{c,cr,cz}=Gj. 
If b is the representative for the 3-edge b,bc, then bI 3 b+ l(mod 3), implying that 
b s b2 + 1 (mod 3), and hence, that b2 is the representative for the 3-edge blbc. 
If bI is the representative for the 3-edge b,bc, then b = bI + l(mod 3) implying that 
b2 = b + l(mod 3), and hence, that b is the representative for the 3-edge b2bc. 
In either case, b is the representative in one of the 3-edges b,bc and bzbc, and the 
element not equal to b or c is chosen in the other 3-edge. 
On repeating this argument for the 3-edges clcb and c,cb, we can conclude that if 
b and c are in different groups, then among the four 3-edges of Type 1 that contain 
both b and c, exactly two of them are elements of the set bc?. 
Now suppose abc is a 3-edge of Type 2. With b and c fixed, the 3-edges abc of Type 
2 are created by allowing a to run through the three levels of each of the remaining 
(s - 2) groups. Thus, exactly once in each group, the value of 
a+b+c(mod3) 
will force a to be chosen as the representative of the 3-edge. So there are exactly (s - 2) 
3-edges of Type 2 in the set bc?. Thus, ( bclr I= s, satisfying condition (ii). 0 
Before we can prove Theorem 2, we must first construct Hamilton decompositions 
of K3s- I*, s odd, and 2(Ks,- I*), seven. To do this, we consider the graph CswrKs, 
“C, wreath KS”, formed by replacing each vertex in C, by a copy of K3, and then 
putting an edge between any two vertices in adjacent copies of Ks, and the graph 
KswrK3, “K, wreath Ks”, formed by replacing each vertex in K, by a copy of K3, and 
then putting an edge between any two vertices in different copies of K3. Clearly, 
K,wrKs z K3,-I*. 
We use the following result to construct Hamilton decompositions of KS, - I*, 
s odd, and 2(K,,--I*), s even. 
Lemma 4 (Laskar [S]). For all integers ~23, C, WI K3 is decomposable into 3 
Hamilton cycles. 
We want to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 5. A Hamilton decomposition of Kas- I* exists if s is odd, and a Hamilton 
decomposition of 2(K,,-I*) exists ifs is even. 
Proof. 
Case 1: s odd. Assume s is odd. The graph K%s - I * has 9s(s - 1)/2 edges, and hence, 
we want to partition it into (1/3s)(9s(s- 1)/2)= 3(s- 1)/2 Hamilton cycles. Since 
K,,- I* g K, wr K,, we will use the graph K, wr K3 to prove the result. 
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The graph K, can be partitioned into (s- 1)/2 Hamilton cycles. If we take the 
wreath product of each of these Hamilton cycles with KS, we will have a partition of 
K, wr K3 into (s - 1)/2 copies of C, wr K3. By Lemma 4, C, wr K3 can be decomposed 
into 3 Hamilton cycles. The Hamilton decomposition of K 3s- I* (or K, wr K3) is 
completed by taking this Hamilton decomposition on each copy of C, wr K3 in the 
partition of K, wr K,. 
Case 2: s even. Assume s is even. We want a Hamilton decomposition of the edges 
of 2(K,,--I*) E 2(K,wrK,). 
The graph 2(K3s-Z*) has 9s(s- 1) edges, and we want to decompose these edges 
into 3(s- 1) Hamilton cycles. The graph 2K, can be partitioned into s- 1 Hamilton 
cycles, a result which follows easily from Walecki’s [6] result that K, minus a l-factor 
can be decomposed into Hamilton cycles when s is even. Thus, 2(KS wr K3) can be 
partitioned into s - 1 copies of C, wr KS. Again we use Lemma 4 to get a decomposi- 
tion of each copy of C, wr K3 into 3 Hamilton cycles and thus a decomposition of 
2(Ks wr K,) into 3(s- 1) Hamilton cycles. q 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let n = 3s. By Lemma 5, if n is odd, K, - I * can be decomposed 
into 3(s - 1)/2 Hamilton cycles. We build each of these cycles (x1, x2,. . . ,x,) into the 
following s Hamilton cycles of Kz -I: 
(~~y:x~,x~y~x~,...,x,-~y;l'-~x,,X,y;i'X~), IdjdS, 
where 
{XiyjXi+l: l< j<S}=XiXi+1*, 
and addition is modulo n on the subscripts. 
When n is even, for every pair of vertices a, bE V, we arbitrarily partition ab* as 
ab*=(ab&u(ub*)2, 
where 
I(ubs)lI=I(ubs)zI=3s. 
Again by Lemma 5, if n is even, 2(K,-I*) can be decomposed into 3(s - 1) 
Hamilton cycles. We build each of these cycles (x1, x2, . . . ,x,) into the following 
is Hamilton cycles of Ki -I: 
{Xiy/Xi+l: l<j<JS}=(XiXi+l*)l, 
the first time the edge (XiXi+r) occurs in one of the cycles, and 
{XiyjXi+l: l<j<JS}=(XiXi+lli)z, 
the second time the edge (xixi+ i) occurs in one of the cycles. 0 
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Theorem 2 proves that Kz, n=O(mod 3), can be packed with Hamilton cycles; the 
following corollary proves the corresponding result for covering Kz with Hamilton 
cycles. 
Corollary 6. The hypergraph Kz + I, n=O (mod3), can be covered with Hamilton 
cycles. 
Proof. Let S be the following l-factor of Ki, n = 0 (mod 3): 
S={234,567,..., (n-4)(n-3)(n-2),(n-l)(n)l}, 
and recall that 
1=(123,456 ,..., (n-2)(n-l)n}. 
Then the hypergraph Kz + I = Ki - S +(I + S). We can write I + S as 
(123,234,456,567, . . . , (n-4)(n-3)(n-2),(n-2)(n-l)n,(n-l)(n)l), 
which is a Hamilton cycle of Ki. By Theorem 2, there is a Hamilton decomposition of 
Kz -S. Thus, there is a Hamilton decomposition of Ki +I. 0 
We now turn our attention to the remainder of the conjecture, and give here 
a construction for a Hamilton decomposition of Kz, n = 1 (mod 6), from a Hamilton 
decomposition of K,. 
Assume n E 1 (mod 6). Consider the 3-edges of Ki as triangles of K,. Let the vertices 
of K, be V={1,2,... ,n} and let calculation on the vertices be modulo n on the 
residues 1,2, . . . . n. We associate each triangle {a, b,c} of K, with the triples of 
differences (~1, /?, y), so that 
{+(a-b), *(b-c), +(c---)}={fa, +8, +Y>. 
Definition 7. Each edge ij in the graph Kek + 1 has a length 1, 
l=min{(i-j)(modn), (j-i)(modn)}, 
associated with it, where 1 < 1 <L&n- l)] = 3k. 
Since n is odd, there will be n edges of the same length 1 in K,, for each 
lg{1,2 ,..., +(n-1)). 
More than one triangle of K, is associated with each triple of differences, so that 
equivalence classes of the triangles of K, can be constructed using the following 
equivalence relation W: 
{a,b,c}W{a’,b’,c’}t,3i~{l,..., n} such that {a’,b’,c’}={a+i,b+i,c+i}, 
where addition is modulo n. 
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From now on, let n = 6k + 1 and use the following notation to denote addition in the 
triples of differences: 
i*j=i+j if i+j<f(n- 1) 
and 
i*j=n-(i+j) if i+j>+(n+l). 
Note that each triangle can have more than one triple of differences associated with 
it. It follows from an observation by Bermond et al. [4], that if n is odd, as in this case 
with n = 1 (mod 6) it is possible to choose CL, /I, and y in a triple of differences so that 
O<a<p<y=cr*/?<fn, (1) 
giving a unique triple of differences for each triangle. Henceforth, we will assume that 
all triples of differences are in this form. 
The following lemmas provide a few facts about equivalence classes of triangles 
when n = 1 (mod 6); some are given without proofs. 
Lemma 8. For n = 1 (mod 6) there are n triangles in each equivalence class 
Lemma 9. In any triple of difirences (M, 8, y) in K,, n odd, that satisfies Eq. (1) above, if 
two of ~1, /?, and y are equal then (x,8, y) is the triple of differences of exactly one 
equivalence class of triangles, and ifcc, /?, and y are all different, then (a, /?, y) is the triple of 
differences of exactly two equivalence classes. 
Corollary 10. Let n = 6k + 1. There are 3k2 + k triples of differences in K,. 
Proof. For any a, 1 <cc < 3k, there is exactly one triple of differences that is either of 
the form (a, ~1, /I) or (/3, ~1, CX). All other triples of differences are of the form (a, /3, c( * p), 
l<M</?<cz*B<fn or (/I,ol,/?*c(), l<~<a<~*tx<$n. 
There are (l/n) ([;) equivalence classes. By Lemma 9, there are 3k equivalence classes 
each of which is associated with one triple of differences. The rest of the equivalence 
classes can be paired so that each pair is associated with one triple of differences. 
Therefore, in total, there are 
:($)-3k 
---+3k=3k2+k 
2 
triples of differences. 0 
Lemma 11. The length i, 2k + 1 <i < 3k, in K ek+ 1 cannot be the$rst element of a triple 
of diflerences. 
Proof. Suppose we have the triple of differences (CC = i, /I, y), where 2k + 1 d i d 3k. Then 
2k<cc<P and y=a * /?=n-(a+p)<2k, which is a contradiction since y must be 
greater than or equal to /I. 0 
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We will construct a choice design on K & + 1 and then use a Hamilton decomposi- 
tion of K6k+ 1 together with this choice design to construct a Hamilton decomposition 
ofK:,+,. 
Let us first consider the number of Hamilton cycles in Hamilton decompositions of 
K 6k+l and ofKik+,. There are 3k Hamilton cycles in K6k+ 1, and k(6k - 1) Hamilton 
CyCkS in a Hamilton decomposition of Kzk+ 1. If we let one of the 3k Hamilton cycles 
of K6k+i correspond to k Hamilton cycles of Kzk+ i, and the remaining 3k- 1 
Hamilton cycles of K 6k + 1 each correspond to 2k Hamilton cycles of Kik + 1, then we 
will have 
1 xk+(3k-l)x2k=k(6k-1) 
Hamilton cycles of Kzk+l altogether, as needed. 
In a Hamilton decomposition of K6k+ 1, we can always assume that one of the 
Hamilton cycles is 
H,=(l,2 ,..., 6k+l), 
and choose it to be the Hamilton cycle that is extended to exactly k Hamilton cycles of 
K&+1. Thus, we want a choice design on Kzk+ 1 in which la(a + l)*l = k for all 
UE{1,2,..., 6k+ l}. Since H1 contains all the edges of length 1 in Kek+ 1, the other 
edges of lengths I, where 2 d Id 3k, will all occur in other Hamilton cycles of K 6k + 1. If 
thechoicedesignhas~ab~(=2kforalla,b~{1,2,...,6k+1},u#b,b+1,b-1,thenall 
of the Hamilton cycles of K 6k+ 1 except H1 will be extended to exactly 2k Hamilton 
cycles of K&+ 1, as needed. 
We will construct this choice design on Kzk+ 1 from a ‘representative design’ on the 
triples of differences of K 6k + 1. 
Definition 12. A representative design on the triples of differences of K6k+l is a way 
of choosing elements from the triples of differences (a, /?, y) of K,k+ 1 so that the 
following are satisfied. Let C(6) be the set of all triples of differences for which 6 is 
a representative. 
(i) The triples of differences that correspond to two equivalence classes of triangles 
in K6k+l have two representatives. 
(ii) The triples of differences that correspond to one equivalence class of triangles 
in K6k+l have one representative. 
(iii) lC(l)(=k and jC(6)I=2k,2<6<3k. 
The following lemma states that a representative design on the triples of differences 
ofK6k+ 1 exists. This is the major construction of this section, and will be proved after 
we prove in Lemma 14 that a representative design on the triples of differences of 
K 6k + 1 leads to the right choice design on K gk+ 1, and in Theorem 15 that this choice 
design leads to a Hamilton decomposition of Kzk+l. 
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Lemma 13. There is a representative design on the triples of diflerences of Kek+t in 
which the number 1 is chosen as a representative in exactly k triples of differences, and 
each number i, 2 <i < 3k, is chosen as a representative in exactly 2k triples of differences. 
Lemma 14. There is a choice design on K&+ 1 in which 
Ia(a+l)*l=k, ldad6k+l, 
and 
Iab*(=2k, l<a,bd6k+l,a#b,b+l,b-1. 
Proof. By Lemma 13 there is a representative design on the triples of differences in 
K ek + 1 in which the number 1 is chosen as a representative in exactly k triples of 
differences, and each number i, 2 < i < 3k, is chosen as a representative in exactly 2k 
triples of differences. We shall first transfer the representative design on the triples of 
differences to a way of choosing one representative from each of the triangles in 
K 6k+l. Then by noting that each triangle in K 6k + I is a 3-edge in K ik + 1, we shall have 
the needed choice design. 
Transfer the choice of representative(s) on a triple of differences (CI, fl, y) to a choice 
of one representative for each triangle in its associated equivalence class(es) in the 
following way: 
Case 1: a # p # y. In triples of differences (c(, /I, y) with two representatives, arbitrar- 
ily choose one of the representatives, call it 1, and one of the associated equivalence 
classes. All of the triangles in this equivalence class will have exactly one edge of length 
1. Choose as the representative in each of these triangles the vertex that is not an 
end-vertex of that edge. Repeat with the other representative and the other equiva- 
lence class. 
Case 2: c( = B # y or (x #p = y. In triples of differences of the form (a, CI, b), those with 
exactly one representative, if /I is chosen as the representative, then we choose the 
representatives of the triangles in the associated equivalence class as in Case 1. 
However, if a is chosen as the representative, then the situation is different because 
the triangles in the associated equivalence class have two edges of length ~1. However, 
we simply pick one of these edges, choose the vertex that is not in this edge as the 
representative of the triangle, and then be consistent with this choice when choosing 
representatives for all the other triangles in the equivalence class. More precisely, if we 
pick a to represent the triangle {a, a + b, a + 2b}, then we pick a + i to represent the 
triangle {a + i, a + b + i, a + 2b + i}, 1 <i < 6k + 1, and if we pick a + 2b to represent the 
triangle {a,a+b,a+2b}, then we pick a+2b+i to represent the triangle 
{a+i,a+b+i,a+2b+i},l<i<6k+l. 
If the triple of differences is of the form (cc, y, y), choose the representatives of the 
triangles in the equivalence class as above, but now each triangle has two edges of 
length y and one of length CI. 
NowleteachtriangleinK6k+l bea3-edgein K&+,.Foreacha~{1,2,...,6k+l}, 
there are k triangles of the form {a,a+ l,c},a,a+ 1 #c, because lC(l)l= k. So 
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I~(~+l)~I=k,1~~~6k+l. Also, for each ae{l,2,...,6k+l), there are 2k triangles 
of the form {a, b, c}, a # b # c, a # b + 1, b - 1, because the edge ub has length I, where 
2<Z<3k, and IC(I)I=2k. So IubiI=2k,l<u,b<6k+l, u#b,b+l,b-1. 0 
Theorem 15. There is a Hamilton decomposition of Ki, n E 1 (mod 6). 
Proof. By Lemma 14 there is a choice design on Ki such that 
Iu(a+l)*I=k, ldu<6k+l, 
and 
Iublr)=2k, l<a,bd6k+l, u#b,b+l,b-1. 
Take the Hamilton cycle HI = (1,2, . . . , 6k, 6k + 1) in a Hamilton decomposition of 
K 6k + 1. Since HI contains all the edges of length 1 in K 6k+ r, we use the choice design 
to build it up into the following k Hamilton cycles of K&+ 1: 
(ly<2,2yi3 , . . . ,6ky&(6k+ 1),(6k+l)y&+, I), 
where 
{iy{(i+l): l<jgk}=i(i+l)*. 
Then all other cycles (x1,x2, . . . , x,) in the Hamilton decomposition of Kek+ 1 
contain no edges of length 1, and hence, from the choice design, are each built up into 
the following 2k cycles: 
(xlY~x2,x2Y:x3, ... 9 x6kY~kx6k+l,x6k+lY~,+~x~), 
where 
{Xiy{Xi+i: l<j<2k}=xixi+r*. 0 
In the proof of Lemma 13, we will begin constructing the representative design on 
the triples of differences by constructing sets F(a), 1 < c( < 2k, where F(a) is the set of 
triples of differences with first entry ~1, together with the representative(s) of these 
triples of differences. An element of a triple of differences will be underlined if it is 
a representative. By Lemma 11, F(a) = 8,2k + 1 d CI d 3k. Since a triple of differences 
has a least element, the sets F(l), . . . , F(2k) partition the set of triples of differences in 
K6k+l. 
The following lemma gives the size of F(a), 1 < c1< 2k. 
Lemma 16. For l<cc<2k, IF(cc)l=Lf(n-cl)]-cc+l. 
Proof. Let a triple of differences be denoted by (~1, /-& y), where CC, /I, and y satisfy Eq. (l), 
so that 
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Given ol, we want to count the number of possible /I. If b satisfies a </I < 3k - CI, then 
y = CI +/I, and trivially fi < y < 1 n. Therefore, all values of p from GI to Lf n J - c1 are 
possible. 
Ifp~3k-a+l,theny=n-(cc+B),sincesr+B>~n.WealsoneedBdy,whichgives 
p dn -(M + /I), which in turn implies p <L+(n -a) J. Therefore, all values of p from 
L$n]-a+1 to LJ(n-u)] are possible. 
So, given cq the possible p range between CI and L&PI-M) J. Thus, 
IF(a y --a+l. 0 
I 1 
Recall that C(6) is the set of all triples of differences that contain S as a representa- 
tive. Let NC(d) be the set of all triples of differences that contain 6, but not as 
a representative. 
We construct the sets F(l), F(2), . . . , F(2k) in that order. The order is important 
because any given CI, 1 <crd2k, only occurs in F(l), . . . , F(a). Now we are ready to 
prove Lemma 13. 
Proof of Lemma 13. We construct (sections (l)-(7)) representative designs on the 
triples of differences of Khk + r For 1 < j< 2k, we construct F(j) and check that 
lF(j)l=L&n--j)J-j+l. Then we check that IC(l)(=k and IC(j)l=2k,2<j<2k, as 
needed. 
(1) F(1): We choose the representatives for the triples of differences in F(l), so that 
k of them will have 1 as a representative. 
(i) (I, I, 2)~C(l). 
(ii) (1,1,i+l)~C(l), where 2<i<k. 
(iii) (l,&i+l)ENC(l), where k+ldi<3k-1. 
(iv) (1,3& 3k)ENC(l). 
Then 
(F(l)I=l+(k-1)+(2k-1)+1=3k= 16k+21)-l J -_1+1 
and 
IC(l)I=l+(k-l)=k. 
Notice that each i, 2 < id k + 1, has been chosen exactly once as a representative in 
F(l), and each i, k + 2 <id 3k, has been chosen exactly twice. 
In sections (2)-(4), we will check that the triples of differences satisfy j < i < j t. i < in, 
or j = i < j * i <In, or j < i = j * i <:n, where it is not immediately obvious. 
(2) F(j),26j<k+l: 
(i) (j,j,j*j)EC(j). 
(ii) (j, i, j * i)EC( j), where j+ 1~ i < 2k, except when j = k + 1 and i = 2k. In this case 
we choose (k+1,2k,3k)EC(k+l). - - 
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(Note that if j+i<3k, then j*i=j+i>i, and if j+i>3k, then j*i=n-(j+i)> 
(6k+l)-(3k+1)>3k>i.) 
(iii) (j,j,j*i)~NC(j), where 2kfl <i,(ri(6k-1 -j)l. 
(In this casenote that ifj+i<3k, then j*i=j+i>i. Ifj+i>3k, thenj*i=n-(j+i), 
and since iGrf(6k-l-j)1,2id6k-j. Thus, n-(j+i)>i+l and so j*i>i.) 
(iv) (j,!, i)ENC(j), where i=i(6k+ 1 -j), if j is odd. 
(Here observe that i=&(6k+ 1 -j)>$(6k+l- (k+l))=$k>2k>j.) 
Then, for 26 j<k+ 1, if j is even, 
Ir(i)l=1+(2k-j)+( [6k-lA’l -2k),
= -j+l 
and if j is odd, 
iF(j)I=l+(2k-j)+( /6k-l-j] -2k)+l, 
6k-1-j 
=2-j+ 2 
= -j+l. 
Also. 
jC(j)nF(j)l=1+2k-j, 2<jdk+l, see 2(i) and (ii), 
C(j)nF(l)={(l,j,j+l)}, 2< jdk, or 1 (ii), 
{(l,j,j+l)l, j=k+l, 1 (iii), 
C(j)nF(i)={(i,i,i+j)}, 2 < i < j, 2 <j < k + 1 2(ii). 
Thus, 
IC(j)l=(1+2k-j)+l+(j-2)=2k for 2< j<k+l. 
(3) F(j),k+2< j<2k-1: 
(i) (j,j,j*j)eC(j). 
(ii) (j,i,j*i)EC(j), wherej+l<i<2k-1. 
(Observe that if j+i<3k, then j*i=j+i>i, and if j+i>3k, then j*i=n-(i+j)> 
(6k+1)-(4k_2)=2k+3>i.) 
(iii) (j,i,j*i)ENC(j), where 2k<i<ri(6k-1-j) 1. 
(Again, if j+i<3k, then j*i>i. If j+i>3k, then j*i=n--(i+j), and as 2i<6k- 
j,n-(i+j)>i+ 1, implying that j*i>i.) 
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(iv) (j,&i)ENC(j), where i=f(6k+l-j), ifj is odd. 
(Note that i=~(6k+l-j)~~(6k+1-(2k-l))=2k+l>j.) 
Then, for k+2< j<2k-1, ifj is even, 
IF(j)l=1+(2k-l-j)+ 
= 
and if j is odd, 
-j+ 
[6k-;-jl -2k+ I), 
1 
jr(j)~=1+(2k-l-j)+([6k-~yj\ -2k+l)+l 
=2-j+ 
6k-1-j 
2 
6k+l-j 
= 1 
2 
1 -j+l. 
Further, 
IC(j)nF(j)l=1+(2k-l-j)=2k-j, see 3(i) and (ii), 
C(j)nF(l)={(Lj--l,j),(l,j,j+l)}, l(i), -- -- 
C(j)nF(i)={(i,j,i*j)}, 26i<j, 2(ii) and 3(ii). 
Thus. 
IC(j)l=2k-j+2+j_2=2k for k+26 j<2k-1. 
(4) F(2k): 
(i) @,2k, 2k + l)EC(2k). 
Then 
,F(2k),=l=[6k+;-2k] -2k+l 
and 
)C(2k)n F(2k)l= 1, see 4(i), 
C(2k)nF(1)={(1,2k-l,2k),(1,2k,2k+l)}, 1 (iii), - - -- 
C(2k)nF(i)={(i,2k,2k+i)}, 2<i<k, 2(ii), -- 
C(2k)nF(k+l)=@, 2(ii), 
C(2k)nF(i)={(i,2k,i*2k)}, k+2<i<2k-1, 3 (iii). 
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Thus, 
lC(2k)(=1+2+k-l+O+k-2=2k. 
We must check that we have assigned representatives to every one of the triples of 
differences. For any j, 1 d j < 2k, the elements of F(j) are certainly distinct by con- 
struction, and we have checked that 
,F(j),=l ek+;-j 1 -j+l. 
L 1 
For any i, j, 1 <i # j<2k, the elements of F(i) and F(j) are distinct. Therefore, it is 
enough to prove that the total number of triples of differences in F(l), F(2), . . . , F(2k) 
equals the number of triples of differences of Ksk+ r. 
By Corollary 10, there are 3k2+ k triples of differences in K,,,,: 
-2k(2k + 1) 
= 
2 
=4k2+k-(0+1+1+2+2+ ... +(k-l)+(k-l)+k) 
=4k2+k-(k-l)k-k 
=3k2+k. 
Thus, every triple of differences in K 6k + 1 has its representative(s), the number 1 has 
been chosen as a representative in k triples of differences, and the numbers 2,3, . . . ,2k 
have each been chosen as representatives in 2k triples of differences. We must check 
that the numbers 2k+ 1,2k+2 , . . . ,3k have also each been chosen to represent 2k 
triples of differences. By Lemma 8, there are 1/(6k+ l)( 6k: ‘) equivalence classes. One 
representative is chosen for each equivalence class. Therefore, 
=k(6k-1) 
representatives are chosen. 
We have shown in section (1) that 1 is chosen exactly k times, and in sections (2)-(4) 
that each j, 2 d j d 2k is chosen exactly 2k times. This leaves 
k(6k-l)-k-2k(2k-1)=2k2 
equivalence classes for which we have not yet counted a representative. If we show 
that for each j, 2k + 1 < j < 3k, that j is chosen at least 2k times, then we must have that 
each j is chosen exactly 2k times and we are done. 
By Lemma 11, since j > 2k, j is either in the second or third position in a triple of 
differences. For 2k + 1~ j < 3k, we list the triples of differences in C(j) and check that 
1 C(j) I> 2k. We consider C(2k + 1) in section (.5), then C(j) with 2k + 2 < j < 3k - 1 in 
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section (6) and finally C(3k) in section (7). In all three cases, we first list the 
triples of differences with j in their second position, and then the triples of differ- 
ences with j in their third position. The first position will always be i, with 
1 <i< 2k. For each subset of C(j) listed, the reader can show that each member of 
the subsets satisfies the conditions of Eq. (1) and is a triple of differences. We include 
the section in which the choice of representative(s) for the triple of differences 
was made. 
(5) C(2k+ 1) contains the following triples of differences: 
(i) (1,2k + 1,2k + 2). From 1 (iii). -- 
(ii) (i,2k+1,2k+l+i), where 2<i<k-1. From 2(iii). 
(iii) (i, 2k+ 1,4k- i), where k d i <2k -2. From 2(iii) and 3(iii), since -- 
rf(6k- 1 -i)l>r)(4k+ 1)1=2k+ 1. 
(iv) (2k- 1,2k + 1,2k + 1). From 3(iv). 
(v) (1,2k, 2k+ 1). From l(iii). -- 
Thus, lC(2k+l)l>l+k-2+k-1+1+1=2k. 
(6) C(j), 2k + 2 d j,< 3k- 1, contains the following triples of differences: 
(i) (l,j, 1 +j). From 1 (iii). 
(ii) (i, j, i +j), where 2 < i < 3k -j. From 2(iii), since id 3k -j implies that i < k - 2 
and jGr$(6k-2i)l<r:(6k-i-2)16r+(6k-i-1)1. 
(Note that when j = 3k - 1, the bounds 2 <i < 3k -j do not hold, but we will count this 
triple zero times anyway, so this does not matter.) 
(iii) (i,j,n-(i+j)), where 3k-j+l<i<6k-2j. From 2(iii) and 3(iii), since if i is -- 
odd, i66k-2j- 1, so that jQf(6k-i- l)l, and if i is even, i<6k-2j, so that 
j<r~(6k-i)l=rf(6k-i-1)1. Also 2<i<2k-4. 
(iv) (n-2j,j,j). From 2(iv) and 3(iv), since 36n-2j62k-3. 
(v) (1, j- 1 j). From l(iii). -‘_ 
(vi) (i,j-i,j), where 2<i< j-2k- 1. From 2(iii), since 2<i<j-2k- 1 <k-2 and -- 
2k+ldj-id3k-l-idf(6k-2-2i)d~(6k-4-i)<r~(6k-i-1)1. 
(Again note that if j = 2k + 2, then the bounds 2 d i d j - 2k - 1 do not hold. Again, this 
does not matter since we count this triple zero times.) 
(vii) (i,n-(i+j),j), where n-2j+l<i<4k-j. From 2(iii) and 3(iii), since n- 
(i+j)a2k+l. Also, if i is odd, n-(i+j)<n-(n-2j+2)-j< j-2 implies that 
n<2j+i-2, which implies that 2n-2(i+j)<n-2i-2j+2j+i-2<6k-i-l. Thus, 
n-(i+j)Gr:(6k-i-l)]. If i is even, n-(i+j)<j-1 and so n-(i+j)<&(6k-i)< 
rf(6k-i- 1)l. 
(viii) (4k-j+ 1,2k, j) From 3(iii), since k+2<4k-j+ 1<2k-1. Thus, 
IC(j)l~1+(3k-j-1)+(3k-j)+l+l+(j-2k-2)+(4k+j-n)+1=2k. 
(7) C(3k) contains the following triples of differences: 
(i) (1,3k, 3k). From l(iv). 
(ii) (1,3k- 1, 3k). From 1 (iii). 
(iii) (i, 3k- i, 3k) where 26idk-1. From 2(iii), since 2k+1<3k--id - - 
[+(6k-2i)l<r&6k-i-l)]. 
(iv) (k + 1,2k, 3k). From 2(ii). - - 
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(v) (i, 3k+ 1 -i, 3k), where 2 <if k. From 2(iii) and the fact that if i is odd, 
2k+ld3k+l-i~r3(6k+2-2i)lgrf(6k-l-i)l,andifiiseven,2k+ld3k+l- 
i~<+(6k+2-2i)]~r~(6k-i)~~r~(6k-iil)]. 
Thus, as needed, IC(3k)j>2+(k-2)+1+(k-l)=2k. 0 
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